PRESS RELEASE


10,000 of Australia’s favourite tradies - the chippies will celebrate at BBQ’s held all around Australia.

Winners Announced!
Australia’s Carpenter of the Year and the Apprentice Carpenter of the Year have been announced.

Congratulations to:
Nicholas Power from Victoria – Carpenter of the Year
Bradley Altmann from Queensland – Apprentice Carpenter of the Year

National Carpenters Day honours carpenters as one of Australia’s unsung heroes and makers of one of the oldest crafts. The story would resonate with communities across Melbourne, with many of us knowing a chippy or having experienced their craftsmanship ourselves.

How we view wood is often taken for granted, mainly because it has always been there, like the air around us. We often don’t realise how much of our lives it incorporates. From our home to our work, to where we relax, usually, it can all be traced back to the handy efforts of our chippies.

Not only are they providers of convenience but also makers of beauty, sophistication and art. National Carpenters Day is a celebration of all those things and the many uses and environmental benefits that wood provides us.

WHEN & WHERE
Date: Friday 25 October 2013
Presentation to our Carpenter of the Year – 10.15am – Northern Melbourne Institute of TAFE. Corner of Bell St & Waterdale Rd, Heidelberg. Courtyard outside Building K.

WEBSITE – www.carpentersday.com.au

CONTACT: EILEEN NEWBURY
eileen@leadingedgeevents.com.au
Mobile: 0419 313 163